This algorithm improves on previous proposals by accepting additional parameter: over which will be applied. This code, but it simplifies this algorithm . . .
Introduction
several features (almost) universally defined by pattern-matching compile pattern-matching definitions into "direct" expressions. We say that pattern-matching definitions are, in a sense, indirect, because Writing:
fact (0) + 1 fact(n+l)+(n+l)*fact(n)
simpler, both conceptually writing:
fact(n)=if n=O then 1 else n *fact(n-1) but, for a machine,' it is also less explicit.
(1)
Ph. Schnoebekn And, though (1) and (2) are really equivalent, a reasonably smart implementation should compile (1) into (2) . Such compilation algorithms have been discovered independently by several implementors, and some descriptions can be found in the literature. Indeed, it was when faced with the problem of implementing FP2 [15] that we began to think about such an algorithm and ended up writing one. We describe this algorithm in a way which allows an easy analysis of its behaviour and which fits several functional languages. ' The algorithms described in [3, 191 and, very briefly, in [5] are very similar and do transform (1) into (2) . The algorithm we propose performs the same transformation but it may be parameterized by the domain over which the function should be compiled. If that parameter is set to the domain implicitly assumed in previous algorithms, we obtain identical results. But there are many practical situations where it is useful to restrict the domain and such situations are handled by our algorithm. For example, we shall see in Section 7 that, somewhat paradoxically, without any special adaptation, the algorithm gives more efficient code when we allow so called equations between constructors than when we use only "simpler" types! The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 presents the notations that will be used throughout the paper. Section 2 formally defines the framework within which we are ..,orking, i.e. it describes the relevant features of the functional languages we compile, together with an (abstract) target language. Section 3 presents the compilation algorithm and proves its correctness. Section 4 describes important results which are worth knowing when implementing the algorithm. Then Section 5 states and proves a monotonicity property of the algorithm which suggests extensions to the functional language, and, in Sections 6 and 7, we describe two such extensions: "subtypes" and "equations between constructors", while "conditional rewriting", another extension, is considered in Section 8. Section 9 analyzes the complexity of the algorithm and we conclude, in Section 10, with some discussions about the target language from the implementation point of view.
Formal background-notations
We suppose that the notions of terms, substitutions,. . . are well-known (see e.g. [ 12, 141) . We prefer to use the name "position", rather than "occurrence", for the list of integers which denotes (the path to) a subterm of a given term. These lists may be concatenated with the ".I' operation.
In the following, we consider a set S of functions' names given with their arity. We write T,(X) the set of finite terms having function names in S and variables in X. T,(X) is written Ts when X = 0. We write Vars( t) for the set of variables occurring in t. When Vat-s(t) = 0 we say that t is ground. t is linear if no variable occurs more than once in it.
Given a term t E T.(X), we write P(t) for the set of its positions. P(t) is a finite subset of N*. There exists a standard prefix-ordering on positions: < is the smallest transitive relation such that Yp E N", VIE N, p 4p.i. We extend these notions to tuples of terms: p E P(ti) iff ip E P((t,, . . . t,,)). Of course E (the empty list) also belongs to P(t). One property of such sets of positions is that they are <-closed: PI . P2E Wt)*p, E P(t). Given a position p E P(t), we define t[ p] as the symbol occurring at position p in t. t[ p] E S u X and indeed, [ 141 defines terms as applications from specific3 finite +closed sets of positions into S u X (for completeness, we say that if t is a tuple then f[~] is a special tupling function symbol, written (. . .)). Note that t[p] is distinct from t/p, which denotes the subterm occurring as position p in t.
We write NVP( t) for the set of non-variable positions of t, that is {p E P(t) 1 t[ p] E S}. NVP (t) is also <-closed. The size of a term t, written 1) tll, is simply # NVP( t), the cardinal of NVP(t).
For example, if t =f(g(x, a), h(x)), we have P(t) = {E, 1, 1.1, 1.2,2,2.1} which is <-closed. t [2] is the symbol h while t/2 is the term h(x). t is not linear as t [l.l] = t[2.1] =x. We have NVP(t) = {E, 1,1.2,2} which implies JltlJ =4.
There is a standard notion of substitutions as S-morphisms from T,(X) into itself. We write ,Z = {a, p, . . .} for the set of all substitutions and .Eg for the set of all grounding substitutions, that is substitutions from T'.(X) into Ts, Given a term t E T,(X), we write G(t) for the set of all its ground instances, that is {atlo~ 2,).
A term t, is said to match a term to, written t,, 6 With this definition, it is clear that MP,,,( t) is a e-closed subset of NVP( to). We shall also apply AcIP,~ to sets of ground terms: for T c T,, MPJ T) is defined as nreT MP,&t). MP,,,( T) is also e-closed as an intersection of g-closed sets. In what follows, we shall rather use NMp,( T), the "non-matching positions" of T w.r.t. to, defined as NVP(t,) -MP,,,( T). NMP,,,( T) is lJteT NMP,,(t). Now we may say that if a ground term t, matches to then MPJt,) = NVP(t,J.
Conversely, ifto is linear, MP,& t,) = NVP( to) implies that tr > to, so that, for linear to:
MP,& t,) = NVP( to) e t, 1 t,, 3 Another closure property is required: that p.n E PJp.m E P whenever n > m.
Language framework
Before describing and analyzing the compilation algorithm, we must be precise about what we mean by "compiling", by "type" and by "pattern-matching". We shall therefore begin by describing the framework in which we are working.
Algebraic data types
We consider a finite set C = {c, . . .} of function names (with known arity) and single them out as constructors. The domain of computation is the term algebra T,: For example if C = (0, Succ} (with arity 0 and l), TC is the set { 0, Succ( O), Succ( Succ( O)), . . .}, usually called Nat. Languages such as ML, LPG and FP2 do have such a notion of type. Others (e.g. LML and Miranda) admit "infinite terms", which require lazy evaluation. Some (e.g. Miranda and OBJ2) also admit what are called equations between constructors, a problem we shali not consider until Section 7.
Remark 1.
In what follows we stick to standard practice and do not consider many-sorted (heterogeneous) algebras, even though all the languages we mention have typed functions and constructors (and even though some of our examples will be many-sorted!). As always, it is obvious (but boring) to adapt what we say to the heterogeneous case, mainly by replacing "term" by "well typed term" throughout the paper.
Functions
Now that we have a domain T,, we may define functions on it. We complete our signature by a set F = {f, g, . . . } of function names (with known arity) and write S={s,. . . } for C u F. These functions are what is defined by pattern-matching and what will be compiled.
A n-ary function f E F is defined by a list of rewrite rules:
Definition 2. An n-ary rewrite rule is a pair I+ r where:
We write Rules(f) = (li + r;) i=,...m. Evaluating a term of Ts is rewriting it into a term of TC. Figure 1 gives rules to define a function Rewr from Ts to T,. Rewr[t] may be error if we meet some term f( t, , . . . , &) where no rule off applies to (c, , . . . , t,,). Rewr[ t] may also be undefined as the rewriting process may well never terminate. 4 From now on, .Zg will denote the set of ground substitutions having values in T, and G(r) denotes all the ground instances of I char are in TC. ' For technical reasons, it will be easier to write a rule f( t , ,. 
Remark 2.
This definition exhibits what is usually called call by value, it implies a "strict" semantics, i.e. the result of applying a function on an undefined argument is aiways undefined.
Another important point is that, when several rules may apply, we always choose the first applicable one. Again, this is common practice in functional languages. This ensures that the defined function "always returns the same value". One can always retain the equational semantics by requiring that the rules satisfy a confluence property which may be insured by the usual criterion "local confluence+ finite termination" or, much more simply but in a somewhat restrictive way, by requiring that the left-hand sides of rules be not unifiable (or overlapping).
Finally, an error (or exception) is raised when we try to apply a function f on some arguments (t, , . . . , tJ which are not covered by any rewrite rule for f: There lies the distinction between constructors and non-constructors.
It would be possible toreturnf(t,,..., t,) by considering f as a constructor and by allowing constructors to have rewrite rules: see Section 7.
With (S2) and some induction, we may prove an easy consequence of this definition: Lemma 1. t E Tc e Rewr[ t] = t.
Target language
Now we describe formally what we have chosen as a target language, 9-Z' = {E, . . .}, for the compilation. We use the following grammar for abstract syntactic domains The semantics of such expressions is given by the rules of Fig. 2 . Eva& evaluates an expression E in an environment p where p is a grounding substitution that assigns values to variables of X.
Remark 3.
Of course, it is implicitly assumed that rules (T3), (T8) and (T9) return error if Eual,t does, but this cannot happen in the code we generate so we won't need the rules in the proofs.
The evaluation strategy for the get.p and is.c? functions is call by value. The if-then-else construct has the usual non-strict semantics.
The is.c? functions are usually referred to as testor functions, while the get.p functions correspond to the selector functions, in the abstract data type terminology. These concepts are now classical in programming methodoiogy textbooks (e.g. [l] ), even if [23] points out that one advantage of pattern-matching definitions is to get rid of them. When dealing with a well known type, we shall adapt our notations to improve readability, writing "if x = 0 then CDR(I')" rather than "if is.O?(x) then get.2(1)" (when 1 is a list and x an integer).
An example may help in understanding our framework:
Example 1. Suppose we want to compile the function f ibo, defined on TC = Nut, by the rules:
what we want to obtain is the definition:
+fibo(get.l(x)) which is our notation for the more readable:
where, of course, the test "if x-1 =O" may be replaced by "if x = 1" (see section 10.3).
The result is thus an if-then-else tree which leads to the right-hand side of the first applicable rule. We would like to avoid generating "dumb" tests, that is, tests always evaluating to true (or equivalently to false) for every possible argument of the function. In such a case, all leaves of the if-then-else tree are reachable for a given combination of arguments and, given such a tree, we may decide the suficient completeness of the function definition? for example, fibo's definition is sufficiently complete over Nut because the expression we (want to) obtain contains no no_match leaf.
Some remarks about the framework
This choice of a framework suggests two remarks: why not "lazy semantics" for the source language and why nested if-then-else's for the target language?
Giving lazy semantics to the source language would have been more compatible with current trends. But it is a difficult semantic question to define what is meant by "pattern-matching" in lazy languages: the evaluation strategy should be such that the only part of a term which is evaluated is the part required for the matching, which is generally not known in advance. These problems are studied in e.g. [ 19,171: in practice it turns out that the actual implementations of lazy functional languages do not really treat these problems in the purest way and use "crude" patternmatching, so that the algorithm we describe could very well be used in such implementations.
With regard to the target language, we may note that compilation algorithms for pattern-matching definitions usually generate nested case instructions discriminating over the outermost constructor of an expression, possibly including a "default" entry (see [3, 19] ). Such case's are potentially more efficient because they may compile into a computed goto, however we preferred if-then-else's because they greatly simplify the proofs of Section 3 and the developments of Section 5. Now, the algorithm can easily be rewritten so that it generates case's.
The algorithm and its proof of correctness

3.1'. Choice function for positions
In the description of the algorithm, we shall use a "choice" function: Compile-For returns an expression E E ZZ' (having x1, . . . , x,, as free variables) such that, for any tr , . . . , t, E T, the result of evaluating E in a context where the xi's are bound to the ti's is the result of applying f to (t, , . . . , fn). Thus E is an explicit and effective definition for f and we can write f(x,, . . . , x,) = E, that is f=hx,-** x,,.E. Note that E depends on T and that it yields a correct definition for f only if f is applied to arguments belonging to T.
Definition 4.
CompiZe_For is defined by the rules in Fig. 3 . (Note that these rules apply in disjoint cases.)
We may comment on these rules: (Cl) When there are no rules, E is simply no-match.
(C2) When all tuples of T are matched by 1, , the first rule will always be applied. Thus E is simply some code for r,: we define the corresponding CompileRH function with rules (Cl') and (C2').
( Let c be the constructor name I, [$] . We extract from T the tuples which have c at position p', that is the tuples which still match at p': this gives T'. Then T'Z 0, or else T would be disjoint from G(Z,). Similarly, T' is strictly smaller than T, or else p' would be a matching position. Finally, E is simply defined as an if-then-else expression.
(Cl'? CompileRH is used in rule (C2) to build code for the right-hand side r of a rule I+ r when the arguments are matched by I: the main problem is to replace the variables of r. If x is Z/p' for some p' then, in r, x has to be replaced by "get.p'((x,, . . . x,))"
as p' must have the form As this is correct we wrote rule (Cl') that it applies for as variables of r be in Z, rule we simply = c" in rule in rule (Cl'), is always applied to terms containing of termination
Before we prove, in Section we first prove that As side effect, this us some insights about the complexity of the algorithm.
(Termination of Compilation).
The algorithm at once. Rule (C2') is with of CompikFor. Given an invocation "Compile( li ri)i= I,,,,, T", US write ni( T) for # NMP,,( T). It is easy to show that the quantity m +CiSm ni( T) associated to any invocation of Compile_For is decreased by at least 1 in a recursive call. The only nontrivial case is with the then arm in rule (C4): T'E T implies NMP,,( T')G AVW,,( T) and ni( T') s ni( T) for all i = 1,. . . , m. Now, if p'= choose(NIWP~,( T)), then p'tif M4PI,(T'), which implies n,(T')< n,(T) and then Cisrn ni(T')< (ii) R = (Z; + ri)i=l..,m and T E G( I, ): then t E G( I,) which implies t = al, for some a, that is p(xi , . . . , x,) = al, and 
Operations on sets of terms
The previous section described the compilation algorithm by referring to lowerlevel operations over sets of terms which we have to implement in order to have an effective algorithm. These operations are intersection, complementation, test for inclusion, test for emptiness. We also have to build sets of terms from left-hand sides through the G function, and to compute the MP function over a set of terms. This section describes a possible way of handling infinite sets of terms so that the required operations can be easily implemented.
Note that these problems are not the subject of the article, and lack of space prevents us from dealing with them in a completely formal and satisfactory way. We just want to convince the reader that these problems are indeed solved. For formal proofs and analysis, the reader is referred to the literature.
A very simple representation for sets of ground terms uses terms with variables. That is: we write a set as some G(t,) u * * * u G( t,,) . It is then very easy to compute set union and to check sets for emptiness. Set intersection only requires term unification (and some variable renamings) and the main problem is to compute the complement Tc -G(t) of some G(t). The point is that it is not always possible to write Tc -G(t) under the form G( t,) u * * . u G( t,,), except when t is lineur (see WI). 
G(t,)oG(t,)=G(at,)
if mgu(t,,t,)=q
G(t,)nG(t,)=O
if mgu( t, , t2) = fail.
Complement of a variable:
T,-G(x)=0 if xcX.
Complement of a non-variable:
TF -G((t,, . . . , 6,)) = Ui=, ,___, ic G(Oi,, , . . . , q,,)) T,-G (c(t,, . . . t t,A)=U,v, G(c'(x,,. . . , xa~i,,.c,+AJi= ,,. .., k G(c(t;,,, . . . T~-G((t,....,t,,))=Ui=l,...,,, Uj,t ___ k G((xl,...,xi-t,ti.j,xi+~,...,X,,))' . .I - ' For simplicity, the rules do not mention necessary variable renamings, or "fresh" variables introduction: for example, computing G( tl) n G( tz) by unification requires that t, and t, share no variables.
Note that, as all terms are linear, the variables could as well have been anonymous. Also, the rules implicitly assume basic properties of n, u, 0,. . . related to boolean algebra.
to compute complements, but the results of both complement and intersection operations yield other !inear terms. As a consequence, if the algorithm is invoked with an initial T argument having the form G(f,) u -* * u G(t,,) with linear ti'S (which is almost always the case in practice), all recursive calls will receive T arguments enjoying the same linearity property, and the simple rules of Fig. 4 are sufficient. We may complete them by saying how to compute MQ(G(t)): in the normal case9 where Tc has not just one term (i.e. just one constructor c), MP,,( G(t)) is just MP,,( t).
This does not mean that it is impossible to use the method when the initial T argument is expressed as some Ui G(ti) where the ti's may be non-hnear terms: a possible representation for sets of terms is G(t) -G( t,) -----G( tm) (more generally, unions of such forms), where the t;'s need not be linear. [18] shows that (with more complex algorithms) this representation may be tested for emptiness. Then, it is easy to compute intersections, unions and complements in such a form. Of course, a cardinality argument shows that there remain other sets which cannot be expressed under such a form, and a general algorithm to handle arbitrary sets of ground terms does not exist, but it is always safe (i.e. sound) to use a larger T set, and it is always possible to use T> itself.
An example msy help in understanding both the compilation algorithm and its way of handling sets of terms. 
-The domain is T$, with Tc = Nat, and we denote it by T = G((x,, x2)). We write R for the rules (Ii+ ri)i=r,z. We also have G, = G(Z,) = G((Succ(x), 0)) and the algorithm requires that we compare T with G, .
As (x, , x2) is unifiable with I,, we have T n G, # 0, but as it is not matched by I,, we have T c~ G, and we use rule (C4) for Compile_ For.
The minimal non-matching positions are the positions in I, where the matching algorithm fails. We may choose the leftmost one, i.e. k.p = 1, as our minimal position (that is k = 1 and p = E). We have I,[k.p] = Succ and we must compute T', defined as the subset of all tuples in G((x,, x2)) that have SUCC at position k.p. At the moment, (x, , x2)/ 1 = x,: it is a variable (and it had to be one because I, and (x1, x2) were unifiable).
We just have to substitute x1 with Succ(x,) (introducing a fresh variable x3) to extract T' out of T, which gives T'= G( (Succ(x,), x2) ), written G(t,). Then T-T is G ((x,, x2) ) -G((S~cc(x~), xJ) which, according to the rules of Fig. 4 In this example, every T, T' and T-T' has been expressed as some G(t). In general, things are only slightly more complicated and we have to deal with some lJi=,,..n G(Q: the same operations are performed but they are iterated over the different G( ti)'s and the results are merged according to the distributive properties of MP,ti,...
. The many-sorted case is implemented in exactly the same way: simply terms must be well-typed and the expression "lJc,zc . . ." in Fig. 4 assumes that c' and c have same sort.
A monotonicity property of the algorithm
This section studies how the result of CompileRForT is modified when T is modified. Intuitively, when T gets smaller, CompileRForT cannot become more complicated, it may only become smaller. As smaller code means more efficient code, we should try to formally state and establish this intuitive idea. We begin by defining a partial ordering r= on program expressions with the axioms in Fig. 5 (and by implicitly requiring reflexivity and transitivity) . As is usual, we write E, c E2 when E, c E2 A E,!Z E, . Clearly c is consistent with the intuitive notion of when a given expression is simpler than another one.
The main result we want to prove is: where "R, < R2" means that R2 is R, with some extra rules appended. We do not give the proof, which is immediate.
The following two sections are direct applications of Theorem 5: we exhibit some situations that are important in the context of functional languages, and where it is possible to compile a function f over non-standard domains (i.e. domains strictly smaller than the usual T2_), which will result in smaller (but still correct) a code.
Subtypes
The most natural use for subsets of Tc appears with functions defined (or applied) over subtypes. A subtype is a subset of a type (tRe supertype), upon which we may apply a function defined on the supertype. From a language viewpoint, the problem is to design a type calculus where subtypes fit smoothly. We do not consider these problems and assume that they have been solved one way or another.
When we are given a type T, a function f7 defined over r, and a subtype r' of r, we want to compile a version f7, of f7, to be used when the arguments off are known to belong to T'. Over T', f+ and f,, give identical results but f+ is more efficient as a consequence of Theorem 5.
It is straightforward to use the compilation algorithm over a subtype if some manageable characterization of the subtype is known. In this section we consider two ways of defining subtypes and show how the corresponding set of terms can be (at least partially) described. A formal development would have been possible, but lack of space led us to mainly use examples to describe our ideas.
Explicitly given subtypes
The simplest situation arises when the user defines a subtype by explicitly giving an extensional characterization.
For example, we could define Pas, the type of positive na.tural numbers (hence a subtype of Nat), by writing Pos = G (Succ(x) ). In practice, a better syntax could be Pos = Succ( Nat).
Over Pos, fib0 compiles into:
fiboPos(x) = if x = 1 then 1
elsefiboNa,(x-2)+JFibohra,(x-1)
which is simpler than fibo's definition over Nat, as we saw it in Example 1.
Subtypes dejined by a predicate
Another possibility is to define a subtype as the subset of all objects of Tc satisfying a given predicate, the invariant of the subtype. For example, suppose we define an even predicate on Nat by the following Horn clauses:
even( 0) + even(Succ(Succ(x)))t even(x)
where we could as well have given a functional program for a boolean function. We may now introduce Even, the subtype of all n E Nat such that even(n), which we write as "Nat s.t. even". Finally, suppose we want to compile fibo over Even.
As we already said, the problem here is to statically characterize Even as a subset of Nat. This is not so easy with Even, and there remains the safer solution of using TC (= Nat). Anyway, it is often possible to find a subset of TC which contains the subtype and which is expressed as some LJi G( ti). In our example, trying to solve the goal "even(x)", we find after two steps of resolution, that "x = 0" is a solution and that "x = Succ(Succ(x')) is a solution if x' is a solution. We may therefore conclude that Even E G( 0) u G(Succ (Succ(x')) ), a strict subset of Nat, with the consequence that the definition for fibo over Even is the shorter: f iboEven (x)=if x=0 then 0 else fiboNa,(x -1) +fiboNor(x -2).
In practice, a better strategy may be to (try to) evaluate the predicate only on the subsets of TC generated by the algorithm. Suppose we compile fibo on Even given under the form "Nat s.t. even", Nat will be partitioned into G( 0) and G( Succ(x)), by the first step of the algorithm, as we saw in Section 4, then G(Succ(x)) will be further split into G (Succ(0) ) and G(Succ(Succ(x))). Evaluating, at compile time, even on these sets shows that 0 is even and Succ(0) is not, thus "G(0) s.t. even" and "G(Succ(0)) s.t. even" may be reduced to G(0) and 8, resulting in the same shorter definition forfibo. This technique is applicable not only when we encounter singleton sets such as G( 0) and G(Succ( O)), it is just a special case of symbolic evaluation, simplified by the fact that we are working in a framework where rewriting may be used on terms with variables.
Equations between constructors
Some languages offer the possibility of writing so-called equations between constructors (see e.g. [22, 21] for Miranda). This greatly extends the scope of algebraic types by allowing the user to define types as unfree algebras, a standard example being IN, the type of integer numbers, defined with constructors 0, Succ and Pred together with the equations:
Pred(Succ(n))+ n.
In this section, we show how these notions fit into our framework.
(6)
Normal forms
We assume that we are given a congruence, =, over Tc. Semantically, our domain of computation is Tc/ = but, from an implementation point of view, it is better to use representatives of equivalence classes rather than classes themselves, and we assume that there exists a normalizarion function, Norm,"? that maps any term to its canonical representative, in such a way that:
Tc/ = is implemented as { Norm[ t] 1 t E Tc} and we use GNF to denote this set of ground normal forms. The semantics of our rewriting language in such a framework is given by replacing rule (S2) of Fig. 1 by a new (S2) rule given in Fig. 6 . lo Norm can be given by a ground canonical rewrite system. These systems, introduced in [ 131, are able to handle e.g. commutative laws and seem to provide the right framework for our problems.
Remark 5. Note that rule (S6) is not changed, so that matching is not done "modulo = ", and the result depends from the specific normalization function that has been chosen. Again, this is standard practice in functional languages.
A main consequence of these definitions it that Lemma 1 does not hold any more: indeed, only terms t of GNF are such that Rewr[ t] = t, so that finally Rewr is a partial mapping from Ts into GNFu (error} and Apply[R] is from GNP into GNF u {error}.
For the compilation algorithm, nothing has to be changed. Indeed, for functions f & C we did not change the rules for AppZy and the proof of Theorem 4 is still correct. The only difference is that it is safe to use the compilation algorithm over GNF, a subset of T,, in order to get better code. Here is an example: that Pos E Nat and that Even c_ Nat E Znt c T~o,Suce,Pred~.
Handling GNF
In order to invoke the compilation algorithm over GNF, we need: (1) to characterize this set, (2) in such a way that we may compute intersections,. . . , with it. Unfortunately, this is not always possible. Of course, there always remains the solution of using a larger set, up to Tc".
In this section, we describe a special case where it is possible to effectively handle GNF: when f is given by a left-linear canonical rewrite system. Another advantage of using rewrite rules to define = is that the problem mentioned in Remark 5 may be avoided by requiring a confluence property between the rules defining the functions and the rules defining =, in which case everything becomes transparent When = is given by rewrite rules between constructors, Fig. 6 may be specialized into Fig. 7 . The new (S2) rule refers to some ApplyC function which behaves like the Apply function of Figure 1 except when no rules apply, in which case no error is generated: simply the term is not rewritten any more. This is captured by the new rule (S4') (and we do not give the obvious rules (SS) and (S6') which would complete the definition of Apply,).
The problem of characterizing GNF has been given a complete solution in [7, 6] : in the simpler case where the left-hand sides of the rules between constructors are linear, GNF may be described by a tree grammar, easily computable from the rules. The reader should really see [7] and [6] but s/he may get an intuition of the result by considering the grammar we obtain for Int's GNF set (where GNF, denotes the set of all terms of GNF having c at their root): In fact, such a grammar defines an initial order-sorted term algebra" (with sorts GNF, GNF,, GNF, and GNFp in our example). As a consequence, w.r.t. the implementation of the algorithm, this falls into the easy case of initial (order-sorted) term algebras and there are no specific problems to compute unions, intersections, . . . .
When some equations have non-linear left-hand sides, the characterization given by [7] and [6] is less easy to handle (but it remains computable and closed under unions,. . .). A practical solution is to simply drop these equations. This gives a finer congruence and a larger set of normal forms, which may therefore safely be submitted to the algorithm.
Conditional rewriting
One can easily adapt our algorithm for conditional rewriting'* [24] and this section describes the simplest, yet efficient, way to do so. p is called the condition. If such rules are considered, the semantics of the source language is almost the same: one just has to replace rule (S6) of Fig. 1 by the three rules given in Fig. 8 .
This demonstrates how "non-conditional" rewriting is a special case of conditional rewriting: when p is always "true", rules (S7) and (S8) may be discarded and rule (S6) does not have to evaluate Rewr[ap].
Similarly, the compilation algorithm just has to be slightly modified to accept conditional rules: we replace rule (C2) in Fig. 3 by the rule given in Fig. 9 . In this framework Proposition 2 and Theorems 4 and 5 remain true, what we shall not prove here.
Complexity analysis
In this section, we come back to the algorithm given in section 3 and we study the size of the expressions it generates. With this analysis, we will be able to motivate the introduction of a heuristic "choice function" to be used in the algorithm.
Depth and size
If we consider the grammar given in section 2.3, the following definition is natural: depth(E) is related to the time involved in evaluating E, while size(E) is related to the size of the compiled code for E and the time required to generate it. Clearly, depth and size are monotonic:
El E E2 implies both depth(E,) S depth( EJ and size( E,) G size( EJ.
The proof of Proposition 2 suggests an upper bound for the depth of an expression generated by the compilation algorithm. We also prove that the size is smaller than the frightening 2d'p'h : Proposition 7. The depth ofCompile(li + ri)iForTis fess than or equal to Ci( l/lil[ -1).
Here the 1 subtracted from II Ii II accounts for the top position of the tuple, which is never used for matching.
Proof. Let US write ni( T) = # NMPji( T) as in Section 3.3. AS ni( T) s 11 Zi II-1, it is enough to prove that depth(Compile(li + ri)iForT) ~Cini( T).
We proceed by induction on the rules of Fig. 3 : this is clear for rules (Cl) and (C2), and for rule (C3) by induction hypothesis. With rule (C4), the definition of depth implies that we have to prove that both then and else arms have depth strictly less than xi= ,,.,., m ni( T): the then arm has depth less than or equal to Ci= ,,.,., m ni( T') (by induction hypothesis), which is strictly less than Ci=l,,.,,m ni( T) as we saw in the proof of Proposition 2. The else arm has depth less than or equal to CiZZ,.,.,,, ni( T-T') (by induction hypothesis), which is less than or equal to Ci=Z,.,.,m ni( T) (because T-T' G T), which is strictly less than xi =,,..., m ni( T) (because n,(T) > 0, or else we would not be in the scope of rule (C4)). q 
II w
The proof is left as an exercise. The underlying reason is that, by construction, no path in the expression contains more than m "else nodes". The tree is therefore not balanced at all, and its longest paths use "then nodes". We shall now see how to reduce the length of these paths.
Reducing the depth
We took the trouble to explicitly write the proof of Proposition 7 because it suggests a heuristic argument for improving the efficiency of the algorithm. An example will first describe the situation: On the other hand, if lj[ k.p] # C, then rule j will never apply (for T') and we may remove it, thus subtracting nj 2 1 to the upper bound. Thus for any j E J we may independently decrease the upper bound, which is then globally reduced by at least #.I. Cl
This gives a theoretical basis to the following remark.13
Remark 6. A good heuristic for rule (C4) is to choose a (minimal) position which is "not matching" w.r.t. the greatest possible number of left-hand sides.14
Target language optimizations
Using a richer target language may allow the production of more efficient code and this section describes possible extensions to the framework of section 2.3. These extensions can be seen as (straightforward)
transformations from a target language X9?, to a richer language zE+!?~, that may be carried without any semantic knowledge of the functional source language: indeed in order to prove the correctness of these transformations only the semantics of the target languages would be required, and the semantics of the source language need not be given. The point we want to stress is that these Improvements have nothing to do with the Zogical structure of the algorithm, even if they are important in practice.
Using got03
Given a list R = (li + Ti) i=l,.,,,m of rules, CompileRForT is an if-then-else tree having possibly much more than m leaves (see Proposition 8). And though any leave is some ri (or it is no-match), it is possible to use goto's to share these leaves. Clearly, this transformation is very easy to incorporate in the algorithm.
Using auxiliary variables
Using goto's reduced the size of the code but did not improve its efficiency. Other common (sub)expressions may be shared, this time with a positive effect upon the I3 Which may be found (about another algorithm and without explanations) in [S] . I4 Note that this gives a choice function which does not always choose the same position in the same set because it also considers the set of rules, but it is regular in the sense that Theorem 5 still holds. efficiency of the compiled code, by admitting let-in expressions as in [5, 3, 16] . This allows one to share (sub)expressions in cases where they would otherwise be evaluated twice. This happens very frequently when selecting subterms. As Here also, it is not difficult to detect such situations because the expression (including the right-hand sides of the rules) is a tree. An auxiliary variable is introduced and bound through a let-in construct whenever the same (non-trivial) sub-expression occurs in the tree at two positions such that one is above the other. Again, it is possible to generate them during the compilation process, whenever a new "getp" is introduced.
Other suggestions
Other slight variations are possible: [3] only uses "destructuring" case expressions which, together with a "default" entry, combine the expressive power of if-then-else's, testors, selectors, let-in's and goto's! Of course, the concrete language is not relevant: [3] uses LML, [20] and [16] use Lisp, which is perhaps more suitable for target language transformations. Our compiler for FP2 automatically chooses a "sensible" representation for types and defines their constructors, testors and selectors as Lisp macros which will perform (the Lisp equivalent for) "peep-hole optimization" when they are expanded, for example expanding (Succ x) into (+I x) and (Succ(+l x)) into (+x 2). This also allows to easily interface FP2 compiled code and user's Lisp code.
